
-I was unable to find other information on John Chandler, but I did follow his alleged killer’s case 
via newspaper articles. Immediately following the shooting, Louis Gagliano was taken into 
custody. His brother, Nick Gagliano fled the scene (he was later found in St. Louis in September 
and brought back to Birmingham). Birmingham News (18 September 1912, pg. 14) 

-On January 30th, the Birmingham news reported that a coroner’s jury was unable to place 
blame on who fired the fatal shots. 20 witnesses were heard, including Deputy Sheriff Parker, 
who was the officer in who’s custody Chandler and the other accused were in at the time of the 
shooting. Birmingham News (30 January 1912, pg. 1)  

-Parker was the first to accuse Louis Gagliano of fatally shooting Chandler and inciting the mob 
violence that ensued from the rest of the funeral procession. He claimed 4 bullets were fired into 
Chandler's body and 4 bullets were missing from Gagliano's gun.   

-Into March, Gagliano was still being held in the Birmingham jail without bail. His attorneys filed 
Habeus Corpus proceedings but were overturned by the judge (The Birmingham News March 9, 
1912, page 1) 

-As of January 1st, 1913, Louis Gagliano was still in jail for the murder. (Birmingham News 1 
Jan, 1913, pg.2). This time however, he had a bond fixed at $10,000  

-In April of 1913, the case was passed over in criminal court due to absence of witnesses 
(Birmingham News, 29 April 1913, pg.  

-In May of 1915, after being in Jail for over 3 years, Gagliano was found not guilty by a grand 
jury. 

-I was able to find a Louis Gagliano through Ancestry who seems to match up. If this is the 
same man, then we know he moved on from this case to live out his life with his family, passing 
away in 1956 at the age of 73.  

-The case is not the same for John Chandler or John Prentiss, who’s name only seems to 
appear in any public records in relation to the crime he was accused of and the subsequent one 
he became victim of. Perhaps he did shoot Joseph Gagliano. We will never know. He was 
robbed of the opportunity to be tried fairly for the crime.  

-I found it interesting the rhetoric used to describe both the victim and the perpetrator. It seems 
Gagliano’s status as an Italian immigrant who did not speak English put him in a position where 
he was vilified for taking Chandler's life. I wonder if he would perhaps not have even been held 
for as long and tried had he been a classic Anglo-Saxon Alabamian. I know this is not the point, 
but it seems to me like the media used Chandler's death to comment on the danger of 
immigrants.   
-I also tried finding more information on the two other men accused of being his accomplices in 
the Gagliano murder and was unable to track them down. 

They were: 



Forney Smith (referred to as Julius Loxford in other articles) 
Charles Paige 

- Riva Cullinan, JCMP Volunteer   


